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Studio Visit: Artist Kenturah Davis on the
Meditative Power of Weaving and the
Importance of a Good Dance Break
We checked in with the artist ahead of the opening of her first exhibition in
the UK.
Naomi Rea, December 1, 2020

Kenturah Davis in her studio. Image courtesy the artist.
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For her first exhibition in the UK, the Los Angeles- and Accra-based
artist Kenturah Davis is exploring the poetics and politics of

!

language. The show, opening at Pippy Houldsworth Gallery on
December 3, plays with the etymological link between “text” and

"

“textile,” as the artist often transforms hand-written script into

+

mesmerizing portraits that emerge from pencil rubbing over paper

$

New text drawings and weavings by Davis will be shown alongside

%

'

thread using a Japanese weaving technique called shifu, and creates
that’s been embossed with hand-written texts.

important unseen works by the feminist artist Mary Kelly, and work
by Agnes Martin. The texts Davis draws from are varied and span
subjects ranging from time travel to philosophy, but most often
come from writings from Africa and its diaspora, including work by
the academics Fred Moten and Jeddiah Isler.
The artist, who is represented by Matthew Brown in Los Angeles, has
been steadily gaining traction among US institutions in recent years.
Her work is in the collections of Blanton Museum of Art in Austin, the
Bunker in West Palm Beach, Florida, as well as the Rubell Family
Collection and the Hammer Museum, among others. Her first
museum solo show, “Everything That Cannot Be Known,” is currently
on view at Savannah College of Art and Design in Georgia.
We caught up with the artist to talk about how she digs herself out
of a creative rut, the snack foods that fuel her studio practice, and
the vital importance of a good dance break.

Kenturah Davis’s studio, showing text drawings in progress. Image cour tesy
the ar tist.

What are the most indispensable items in your studio and why?
Writing utensils and handmade paper, much of which was made in
Japan. They are beautiful, supple papers that make for wonderful
drawing surfaces.
Also, my Nikon camera. Photography has become an increasingly
important part of my work. I reference photographs for the making
of my text drawings. I’ve been experimenting with long exposures
that have really opened up so much territory and possibility in my
work.
What is the studio task on your agenda tomorrow that you are
most looking forward to?
Weaving! I’ve been transforming paper text drawings into thin
threads and then weaving with them. It is a very slow and meditative
process that has no shortcuts, and it demands a sensitive and
delicate touch. This process quite literally merges text and textile.
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Kenturah Davis’s studio showing preparations for paper thread weaving.
Image cour tesy the ar tist.

What kind of atmosphere do you prefer when you work? Do you
listen to music or podcasts, or do you prefer silence? Why?
All of the above, depending on the phase of a project. Silence is
valuable in the early stages of meditating on an idea, or making
decisions about the image and the text. Once I start a drawing, I
usually find a rhythm while alternating between music and podcasts.
Occasional dance breaks are important to relieve soreness and
tension from doing repetitive gestures while drawing and weaving,
and to maintain an overall sense of levity.
What snack food could your studio not function without?
Granola, hand-whisked matcha green tea, Topo Chico mineral water
(with a twist of grapefruit), a handful of arugula. Not necessarily at
the same time.
Who are your favorite artists, curators, or other thinkers to follow
on social media right now?
I think Alexandra Bell’s work is brilliant. The clarity of her work in
showing the distance between truth and fact really punctuates the
ways in which language enforces hierarchies and perceptions of our
world.
I’m deeply moved by the work of Simone Leigh. I’m almost at a loss
for words in describing my experience of her work. Her sculptural
forms embody such a poetic and radical presence. Her embrace of
sisterhood in the landscape of her practice makes her work feel that
much more generous. Both Simone and Alexandra have wonderfully
engaging feeds on the socials.

Kenturah Davis’s studio showing text drawings in progress. Image
cour tesy the ar tist.

When you feel stuck in the studio, what do you do to get unstuck?
The dance breaks come in handy; turning up the volume on a song I
love. Alice Smith’s cover of Nina Simone’s “I Put a Spell on You” is a
whole mood. OutKast’s “Slum Beautiful” hits the rotation when I
need a more upbeat groove.
I also love referring back to any of Toni Morrison’s essays; they
always help me untangle conceptual knots when I’m working.
Sometimes I like just looking at books, not necessarily to read them
in that moment, but to just study how text or images are arranged
on a page and organized into an object.
What is the last exhibition you saw (virtual or otherwise) that
made an impression on you?
It’s tough to choose, so I have to name two. Just before quarantine I
revisited Julie Mehretu’s show at LACMA because she has absolutely
been one of my favorite artists since 2001. Her work is so meta and
envelops you with the scale of her paintings and momentum of her
marks.
Secondly, I just recently saw the sculptural work of Masaomi
Yasunaga at Nonaka Hill gallery and was really moved by his forms.
They appear to be ceramic vessels, but he often manipulates glaze
(without clay) into these fascinating vessels.

Kenturah Davis’s studio showing text drawings in progress. Image cour tesy
the ar tist.

If you had to put together a mood board, what would be on it right
now?
Images of the cosmos
A photo of André 3000 with his flute
Reproductions of Octavia Butler’s handwritten notes
Dana Scruggs’s photos of Stacey Abrams
NASA images of the moon
Palo Santo incense

“Lines of Thought” is on view at Pippy Houldsworth Galler y, London,
December 3 2020 through 6 Februar y 2021.
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Studio Visit: Textile Artist Sagarika Sundaram
on Working in Silence and Seeking Out Felts
From Around the Globe
The New York-based artist spoke to Artnet about her mammoth wooly works.
Noor Brara, February 16, 2021

Sagarika Sundaram in front of her work "Oracle" (2020). Photo courtesy the artist.
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A first impulse when viewing textile artist Sagarika Sundaram’s
works is to want to get close to them, to put your hands all over

!

their varied textures comprised of natural fibers sourced from small
farms and growers around the world, including India, Uruguay, and

"

New Zealand. You want to envelop yourself in their thick, tactile

+

Sundaram is used to inspiring such reactions. In fact, she says, she

fabrics; to disappear into a kind of cocoon.

likes working on pieces that allow viewers a little quiet space,

$

letting them experience the quality of silence you find when swathed

%

The on-the-rise artist, who showed her works in a group show at

in different kinds of materials.

Mana Contemporary last October, spent her early life bouncing back


'

and forth between India and Dubai, during which time she’d gaze out
the windows of planes, studying land formations in all their varying
colors and shapes. Today, the images of those landscapes inspire
her to create her own fabrics, which she produces by hand, on
occasion working with a felt-making community in the lower
Himalayas to gather regionally specific raw materials to fuse
together textiles that suggest natural bodies like rivers, mountains,
and valleys.
Recently, Sundaram, who was featured on PBS’s Rising Artists
program last fall and was recently shortlisted for the UC Berkeley
South Asia Art Prize, spoke to Artnet about her process, her studio
dosas, the stack of books on her nightstand, and more.
What are the most indispensable items in your studio and why?
Wool, water, soap, and sunlight. I don’t need much more to make my
work.
Is there a picture you can send of your work in progress?

Sundaram at work. Photo cour tesy the ar tist.

What is the studio task on your agenda tomorrow that you are
most looking forward to?
I keep momentum up by making work that I’m excited to get out of
bed and study. Right now, I’m preparing an antique toy loom from
the 1930s to make small weavings using a modified ikat technique.
I’m weaving with felted yarn that I made from scratch by rubbing
wool fiber between my palms in hot soapy water. I’ve tied the yarn in
bundles and again at points along the length. I’ll dye this in a bluegreen gradient. Tied sections will resist being colored by the dye
and stay white. I’m creating a cloth that resembles pebbles, or
scales on a fish—we’ll find out in the morning.
What kind of atmosphere do you prefer when you work? Do you
listen to music or podcasts, or do you prefer silence? Why?
Silence is important. I like to be alone to hear myself think.
Company is welcome when I work with my hands, so I turn to BBC
Radio 6. I also love BBC’s Desert Island Discs. Quiet, thoughtful
conversations with brilliant artists and their favorite music.
When I write, moody Indian and Western classical functions well.
When I’m producing large pieces, intense music keeps me moving
because the work is physically demanding. On one project I played
Radiohead, Prodigy, Khruangbin, and Burna Boy on repeat.
Everything changes if people are around me because then I feel
pressure to explain my musical promiscuity.
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What trait do you most admire in a work of art? What trait do you
most despise?
The distinction between the adhesive and cohesive is one I think
about a lot. I think you can tell when an idea feels glued together
and you can pull it apart. I’m interested in ideas that feel integrated
and clear. I admire work that feels truly imaginative, where I can
sense the expanse of the artist’s mind, a world stretched open from
one seed. Sonia Leimer’s Via San Gennaro comes to mind.
I often think about the afterlife of art. When does a work die and
where does it go? “Despise” is too strong a word, but I sometimes
find myself turning away from objects and installations made from
what feels like excessive foam and plastic, even mined metal. It feels
out of sync with the material consciousness our earth demands right
now. I’m looking for art that reflects this sensitivity.
What snack food could your studio not function without?
The studio signature is dosa, a delicious South Indian rice and lentil
crêpe, suitable at all times of day. Friends in Dubai have been
sweetly sending care packages of Chips Oman, iykyk.

Installation view of Sundaram’s work in “Parsons MFA Textiles: Hybrid” at
Mana Contemporar y last fall. Photo cour tesy Sagarika Sundaram.

Who are your favorite artists, curators, or other thinkers to follow
on social media right now?
Cheryl Mukherji, an artist working with photography and video and
ideas of origin and inheritance. Her writing is incredibly powerful
and poetic. @cherylmukherji
Fannie Sosa for insight as co-creator of Black Power Naps and
author of WIG, “A White Institution’s Guide for Welcoming Artists of
Color and Their Audiences” @fanniesosalove
Shine Shivan for psychologically arresting sculpture, drawing, and
performance @ShineShivan
Gautham Reddy, historian and South Asian Studies librarian at
Emor y University for surprising, poignant, and funny cultural
connections through smartly curated Instastories from community
archives @gaumure
The Anou Cooperative for rethinking the craft economy with
innovative, systemic solutions driven by a vision beyond Fair Trade
@the.anou
When you feel stuck in the studio, what do you do to get unstuck?
I cook a meal to warm up my hands and organize my mind.
I can count on a film by Almodóvar or Ozon to rearrange me. Or a
conversation with a good friend.

Photo cour tesy Sagarika Sundaram.

What is the last exhibition you saw (virtual or otherwise) that
made an impression on you?
SlaveCity by Joep van Lieshout at Museum De Pont in the
Netherlands is imprinted on my memory. A city of 200,000 call center
workers serviced with room, board, and a brothel instead of pay.
Everything is recyclable, including the slaves themselves. He details
an elaborate world through bendy bulging sculptures, drawings,
maps, and models. It’s a brilliant satire on capitalism and
sustainability.
I like that he comes so close to the macabre and profane, in a way
that Mrinalini Mukherjee also did with her textile sculptures. I was
moved by her posthumous retrospective at Met Breuer and wrote
about it for New York Textile Month’s publication.
Post-pandemic, I’m more inclined to make and see art outdoors. It
just feels better. I recently visited Jack Lenor Larsen’s Longhouse
Reserve and loved a piece by Grace Knowlton, who like Larsen,
recently passed away.

Photo cour tesy Sundaram.

If you had to put together a mood board, what would be on it right
now?
The books on my table could function as a mood board:
Time as a Metaphor of Histor y: Early India – Romila Thapar
The Sense of Unity: The Sufi Tradition in Persian Architecture –
Nader Ardalan & Laleh Bakhtiar
Rescuing All Our Futures: The Future of Futures Studies – ed.
Ziauddin Sardar
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Asian Games: The Art of Contest – ed. Colin Finkel, Irving L.
Mackenzie
Tantra Art – Ajit Mookerjee
Short Description of Gods, Goddesses and Ritual Objects of
Buddhism and Hinduism in Nepal – Federation of Handicraft
Associations of Nepal
Nomadic Felts – Stephanie Bunn
Basketr y Today with Materials from Nature – Dona Z. Meillach &
Dee Menagh
True and False – David Mamet
Atomic Habits – James Clear
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